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ABSTRACT

This research aims to identify about employment shifting in Province of Lampung, whether happened transition of employment shifting in periods of 2003-2012, and, growth rate of employment shifting, competitiveness of job resources, and prime sector in labour absorbing. Analysis equipment that used in this research is Shift Share analysis with two periods of extrapolation to see more clearly transition of employment shifting from first period to second period. Data that used in this resources (Province of Lampung and Indonesia) on the basis of population at 15th age who has worked according to business vocation in 2003-2012. Result of research based on Shift Share analysis result that show if occured transition structure of labour that marked with role of primary sector which is decreasing, followed by the tertiary sector, while the secondary sector have to increased by way of industrial sector in the second period becomes to 740.20, electricity sector, water, and gas 1.478 and construction sector 44.180. Growth rate of employment shifting in Province of Lampung could be called slow and marked agriculture sector that becomes to be the most prime sector in absorbing of labour with range of 18.676.18, inversely proportional with its proportional growth that worth 257.098.36. Competitiveness of employment shifting in sectoral Province of Lampung towards employment shifting in Indonesia take possession of high enough competitiveness, visible at accounting in second period has value amounts 186.035.89. Therefor, the government should be developed sector that have prime factor and must be deliberated the provision aspect of job vacancies.
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